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Introduction
International tlade refers to the exchange of capital, goods, and services across

interuational borders or territories. It is a crucial fbctor because, in mosl countries,
snch trade represents a significant share of gross domestic product (GDP). The
paradigm of interconnectedness continues to hold conrmand in today's global

communitv (Edirisinghe, 2017).International trade and international logistics
involve activities related to the global exchange ofgoods and services to satisff
needs. 'fhese actir,'ities include acquiring. developing and managing physical,
flnancial. and human resources. International trade has existed throughout history
as evident in concepts such as Littarapatha, Silk Road, Amber Road, Scramble
for Africa. Atlantic Slave Trade, and Salt Roads. With globalization, the

international trade became a very complicated and fast evolving phenomenon.

Logistics competence became one of primary key performance indicator (KPI) in
internaiional tracle. This comhination today has a high econornic, social, and

political importance. When a llrm or an individual bu1,s a good or a selice
produced morc cheapll, abroad. lir,ing standards in both countries increase

(McDonalcl. 2017).

Logistics make a rnajor impact on economic activitf in any' country (Edirisinghe.
2013). Logistics perforrnance both in international trade and donrestically is

central to the economic gror.rth and competitiveness of countries, and the logistics
sector is no\ / recognized as one of the core pillars of economic development
(Arvis eta1."2016).'Ihe qualifl," of logistics services-trucking. for-warding" and

customs brokerage-is also central to trade efficiency (Edirisinghe &
Ja1'athilake, 2014). Achievement of economic growth of Sri Lanka is expected

through five hubs concept -namely. Maritime, Aviation" Commercial,
Knor,r4edge and Energy Hubs (Edirisinghc & Muller,20l3). Logistics is about

managing thc activities along a supply chain. from procuring materials to
delivering finished goods. Logistics support eff-ective and elficient supply chain

management by integrating the flow ol materials and goods from the initial
purchase of raw materials through to final delivery of a product to customers.
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Therefore, the competence in logistics plays a significant role in international

trade thus satis$ring customers globally.

A trade supply chain is only as strong as its weakest link. Progress in one area

cannot always offset a lack of progress elsewhere. The policymakers must

strengthen the weakest links with targeted development interyentions' The

container shipping, led to greatly reduced transport costs, and supported a vast

increase in international trade. The management of container fleets, regardless of
type and size, is arather costlyoperation (Lagoudis eta1.,2010). From 1981 to

2009, global transport of containerized cargo increased approximately 3.3 times

faster than the world's GDP (I-INCTAD, 2011). It paved the way for hub and

spoke mechanism. With major shipping traffic flowing through the Indian Ocean

region and growing by up to 10 percent a year, it is paramount that potts can

handle cargo efficiently and effectively to ensure minimal turnaround times. Sri

Lanka's geographic location is an unmatched advantage although it is not the

only factor that future maritime stakeholders will be interested on. There are

many lessons that could be learnt from neighbouring countries particularly,

Singapore.

It is acknowledged that more than 90 percent of global trade is carried by sea

(Edirisinghe et al.,2AL5). Shipping is a derived demand of international trade in

economic terms. (Edirisinghe & Ratnayake, 2015). The container help reduces

the global supply chain cost (Edirisinghe, Jin, & Wijeratne, 2016 b). Sri Lanka

is strategically located in Indian ocean proximity to East-West main sea lane.

This has made the country influential in international trading for many countries.

Sixteen out of world's top twenty shipping lines have their presence in port of
Colombo. The Greater Indian Ocean region stretching eastward from the Horn of
Africa past the Arabian Peninsula, the Iranian plateau and the Indian

subcontinent, all the wa,rr to the lndonesian archipelago and beyond, will be the

centre of global conflicts, because most international business supply will be

conducted through this route (T(aplan, 2011). This has created highly beneficial

international trading environment for its stakeholders. Road transportation counts

for more than 90 percent of the land transport in the island and covers more than

12,000 km of A and B olass roads (Edirisinghe & Rodrigo, 20L5). However,

traffic congestion particularly in and around ports is a serious problem for

trucking companies and comes at a high cost (Edirisinghe & Zhihong,20t4).

Since the freight rates are comparatively lower the tuading parlners are at xr
advantage among their competitors, With many shipping lines are attracted to

offer services in Colombo the exporters and importers have multiple sailing

opporhlnities to and from Sri Lanka. Given the geographic factor that the country

is located very close to an economic giant -India a substantial volume of Indian

exports and imports are routed via Colombo. There is a tremendous pressure on
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reducing logistics cost and carbon footprint (Edirisinghe & Zhihong,2015 a).

These factors provide a reasonable insight to the complex nature of logistics

impact in the international trade.

The purpose of this study was to examine the influence of logistics competence

in international trade with special reference to Sri Lanka. This paper discusses

the factors with respect to the contemporary view of logistics competence. It
intends providing the policy makers to see the need to implement coherent and

consistent policies to foster seamless and sustainable supply chain operations as

an engine of growth.

Methodology
The study draws attention on the analytical components of Doing Business

reports of the World Bank and the International Finance Corporation, the Global

Competitiveness Report of World Economic Forum, and Connecting to Compete

Report of the World Bank. The study compafes these data with many other

domestic sources such as Central Bank of Sri Lanka, Export Development Board,

Chambers of Commerce of Sri Lanka. It considers the views and data published

by the United Nations, World Customs Organization, and many industry

publications. The study employed both quantitative and qualitative methods to

collect data. Accordingly, researcher conducted interviews with fifteen senior

officers of various trade associations such as Sri Lanka Shippers Council, Ceylon

chamber of commerce, ceylon Association of shipping Agents, Sri Lanka

Customs and Board of Investment of Sri Lanka. The analysis is mainly the

comparison ofinternational rankings based on results ofthe desk research carried

out into literature relating to the subject matter available in the public domain.

The analysis comprised of multiple years under one source as well as single year

(or average) under multiple sources/components.

Resultso discussion and conclusion
The connecting to compete report considers six pillars in evaluating the logistics

performances in a country namely, infrastructure, logistics quality and

competence;, custonls, international shipments, tracking and tracing, ffid

timeliness. The consolidated outcome reflects the global perception onthe overall

logistics performance of a country and termed as logistics performance indicator

GPD. It is a crucial point to be noted and alarmed that Sri Lanka is not included

in the LPI for the yer 2016. However, the report provides the LPI results across

four editions 2010, 2012,2A14, and20l6 in the absence of LPI results for 2016

per say. Table t illustrates the LPI of the South Asia region that provides a

comparison of the logistics competence in Sri Lanka taking these results into

consideration.
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Table 1 South Asia's world rank in logistics performance - LPI results across four
editions 2010,2012,2014,and2016 -(No. of countries evaluated l6Z)

Indicator

Customs

Infiastructure

International Shipments

Logistics Qualiq, &
Competence

Trackrng and Tracing 12

Timeliness 45

Loeistics Perfoimane e 12

Indicator (l-Pi)

-=!
_q_SUaiiE?89".E

-7I=.==(6c.!1.:-J?ye! =-cE*'EeEilE'-r'
46 66 19 10.1 83 151 134 1:16

45 70 t23 105 85 133 153 163

38 62. 103 11 1 18 t29 122 152

38 73 67 93 98 147 121 156

71 82

15 87

69 86

99

86

91

102 I 16 i4l t65

130 1 19 I 50 154

100 136 140 160

Table2 Trends of certain key influential factors for maritime logistics in Sri Lanka
201 1- 2012- 2013- 2014- 2015-
20t2 t013 20t4 2015 21rc

No of Countries surveyed

Non-taritf barriers

Trade lariffs

Bnrden of customs procedures

Infiastructure

Macroeconornic env iromnent

Higher education and trainins.

Goods market efficiencv

Labor rnarket etficiency,

Financial market developraent

Technological readiness,

Maket size

B usiness sophistication,

Innovation

GCI rank

1.11

105

125

5,1

60

116

66

41

117

45

85

61

.)-

41

52

1:l:1

101

t24

59

62

127

79

57

r29

42

89

64

3l

58

68

i48

105

125

10

t)

t20

62

37

135

4t

93

6l

34

49

65

14,1

105

t17

69

75

I 1rl

72

39

135

47

94

6l
39

46

t3

140

92

138

_s9

6,+

115

66

51

r30

51

93

6l

44

13

68

Tabre ? provides the trends of ceftain key factors that may impact logistics
performance of sri Lanka. Since the international trade is predominantly
controlled by the shipping industry these facts are highly important to maritime
logistics to sri Lanka. The rankings are based on five reports published by the
world Economic Forum (wEF), Geneva. The objective of wEF is to provide a
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more refined assessment of the drivers of competitiveness, based on latest
research and empirical evidence and using newly available datasets.

There is a key difference between domestic and international trade as the factors
of production such as capital and labow are characteristically more mobile within
a country than across countries. Trade in goods and services can serve as a
substitute for trade in factors of production. Instead of importing a factor of
production, a country can import goods that make intensive use of that factor of
production and thus exempliS, it. As explained the strategic hub status of Sri
Lanka earlier Table 3 illustrates the share of transhipment volumes handled in
Colombo for last six years.

The recognition of this strategic importance of Sri Lanka in the Indian Ocean,

especially with the increasing ocean routes in this region, has received

considerable attention by India. China-lndia, though have fundamental
dif,ferences politically, has shown close corporation with Sri Lanka by agreeing

to work towards bi-lateral investment and trade cooperation. Table 3 provides

analysis the key outcome of Sri Lanka's locational advantages in shipping sector.

The Indian Subcontinent with 15 major ports will certainly have increased traffic
and demand will grow for upgraded port infrastructure and equipment. Simply,
Sri Lanka needs to grow as the centre point in the SAARC and that of East Asia
and Middle East. Sri Lanka has enormous potential as a maritime nation in the

Indian Ocean that should be leveraged.

Table 3 Container transhipment volumes handled in Colombo (in TEUs)

Type 201 1 2AD 2013 2014 2015 2016

Laden 2766086 2717246 28555 14 3278475 3395328 3873272
O

=
F

F.mpg,

Sub

total

35i712 347521 352603 421235 492993 ,181989

3 113828 306]161 32081 17 36997r0 3888321 1355261

5o Laden
E..

= 
tmpti

E Sub
oF Total

)56t674 3490696

70t213 696421

1262881 21187120

3625098 409U284

681 r08 809631

43C6206 4901915

4269749 482.0622

915718 9r4301

5185467 5734923

Transhipment
as a share of
total
throuehput

I ):/o 13% 74% l5% 15% 76%

Infrastructure and international shipments show poor rankings in the LPI results

which should be the priori[, for policy makers to attend. Boarder management is

one strong pillar in effective maritime logistics. It was hypothesised that there
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should be a transparency in the present regulatory system with respect to logistics

and transport. Some government officers in Sri Lanka create more barriers than

rvhat is legitimately provided by the regulatory framework, International trading

environment should be made totally free from the obsolete trading regulations;

the bureaucratic discretion can be clearl.v obseryed iu customs (i.e. " At the

discretion of the officer"); Sufficient decentralization, strong financial controls

and public accountability is reqr,rired for better perlbrmance in trade; and effective

enfbrcement mechanisms of the concessions off-ered to international trade is

required.

The international rank of Sri l,anka's higher education and training, is lagging at

66 from 201 1 to date. Similariy, the labour market efficiency is recorded a decline

from poor 117m position to 130. Both these indicators provide an alartning

situation with regard to the quali11, of emplo,vees. Logistics profbssionals need

strong analltical skills and understanding of inlovatir.e technologies. Skills in
infornlation technology, RI-ID and automation etc. is nou-a prerequisite fbr ajob
in maritirne logistics. Transportation and logistics managers need to work
together with governments to make sure there are programmes in place to train

future ernployees. Government organizations such as Nalional Apprentice and

Industrial Training Authoritl'NAITA) alread,v identified this requirement and

positively engage in the process of i,alidating minimum skill requirements for
employments in the logistics and suppl1 chain area. More effective market

awareness through educational institr.rte is requiied lor better results. 
-l]his 

needs

long term planning by the authorities. Logistics and transport should be

introduced in the school curriculum at the secondary education levei.
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